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Introduction

Heike Graf & Jan Inge Jönhill

The idea behind this project first arose in 2005, as a result of discussions on 
stereotypes in media reporting on migrants. The following questions inspired 
our research: Who are the journalists behind these reports, and do they have 
migrant experiences of their own, or not? How culturally diverse are news-
rooms, actually? We then noted the low percentage of migrant journalists in 
newsrooms (between 2-5 percent), and the lack of statistics and research on 
this in both Sweden and Germany, and became interested in closing this gap. 
Some ad-hoc field studies in Germany – undertaken before we applied for fund-
ing in 2006 – have indicated that this issue of cultural diversity in newsrooms 
is seen as a non-issue, and in an interview we received the response that it is 
also irrelevant: “The only thing that counts is the professionalism, nobody is 
interested in where a person comes from”. Our first impression of this response 
was that it was a mixture of ignorance and wishful thinking, and was also a 
defensive lie. We became even more interested in doing research on journalists 
with migrant backgrounds in the mainstream media. 

Since then, the original idea has developed. When we eventually received 
funding from the Baltic Sea Foundation in January 2007 (until December 2009), 
we could begin. Our project was titled “Lines of Diversity: Multicultural Perspec-
tives on Journalistic Production in Stockholm and Berlin” and aimed at increasing 
knowledge about journalistic production processes with a focus on ethnic diversity, 
based on empirical research in Swedish and German newsrooms. Simply, we 
wanted to know: How do journalists with migrant backgrounds experience their 
working conditions, career possibilities, and their possibilities of influencing media 
coverage? How does ethnic diversity contribute to a changed media coverage? 
Our method was primarily based on semi-structured interviews with editorial staff 
working on permanent contracts or/and fixed term contracts, and with freelancers 
working for Swedish or German newsrooms. The interviews were completed with 
other forms of material such as reports, policy documents, inquiries and other 
documents, in order to obtain knowledge about contextual conditions. 
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In order to address our research questions, a total of 48 persons were in-
terviewed: 35 of them have migrant backgrounds, and work in the press, TV, 
and radio; and 21 of them (all with migrant backgrounds) live in Germany, 
the rest in Sweden. We restricted our investigation to journalists working for 
mainstream news media in the capitals of Stockholm and Berlin. In both cit-
ies, multicultural ideals have influenced all sectors, not least of all media (see 
Hultén & Graf in this volume). Our comparative way of working has helped 
us to emphasize the similarities and differences between news media in both 
cities. Our comparative analyses of diversity in newsrooms in Stockholm in 
relation to newsrooms in Berlin for instance, enable us to shed light upon 
aspects which were usually taken for granted and therefore ‘invisible’ in our 
singular observations.

In general, we can conclude that media organizations in both countries 
face similar challenges and that journalists talk about similar experiences, but 
that there are also differences. Sweden has more years of experience in work-
ing with diversity issues, while Germany has only recently begun discussing 
diversity in the media. Some Swedish media organizations have introduced 
documented diversity plans in order to systematically implement cultural di-
versity in the organizations. As a result, one can assume that at the beginning 
the expectations were higher than the results ultimately revealed, and some 
journalists expressed their disappointments over the lack of progress (see both 
Hultén and Camauër in this volume). In Germany, the process of implementing 
diversity is at an initial stage, and many journalists experience positive effects 
as a result of their migrant backgrounds. Active diversity measures in the form 
of documented diversity plans, as we know from Sweden, are conspicuous 
by their absence (with only a few exceptions, including two public service 
organizations), and are more dependent on single ad-hoc decisions within the 
specific work places than on systematically documented strategies (see Hultén 
& Graf in this volume). However, the concept of diversity management that is 
applied within some German media organizations tries to unite diversity efforts 
with economic benefits, with the belief that staff members with different ethnic 
origins are a potential for the company (see Jönhill in this volume). Especially 
in the case of Germany, most of the interviewed journalists have expressed 
that a major hindrance to diverse newsrooms is the assumption that a migrant 
background implies less competence in contrast to adding more and different 
competences to the newsrooms (see Graf in this volume). 

Earlier Research on Media and Diversity
Research on media and diversity in both countries has mainly focused on con-
tent analysis, or more precisely, on how immigrants are covered by the mass 
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media (see Horsti 2008 for reviews on Nordic research). In line with research 
from Germany and other countries such as the USA, immigrants are associated 
with threats and conflict, which leads to negative attitudes towards immigrants 
in society, which then tends to reinforce stereotypes of the ”other” (e.g. Brune 
2004, Campbell 1995, Cottle 2000, Hultén 2001, 2006, Löwander 1997, Ruhr-
mann & kollmer 1987, Ruhrmann 1995, Merten & Ruhrmann 1986, Hömberg 
& Schlemmer 1995, ter Wal 2002, Tufte 2003, van Dijk 1991, 1993). 

As early as in the middle years of the sixties, the American kerner-Commis-
sion discredited news coverage on African American residents in the press as 
biased and ”’from the standpoint of the white man’s world”’ (cit. Cottle 2000: 
86). The proposed solution was to train and hire, in the American case, more 
African American journalists and editors within the mainstream press. More 
minority newsroom personnel would bring new perspectives to the newsrooms 
and equitable coverage, the Commission concluded (Cottle 2000: 86). However, 
research has also shown that there is no causality between more minority media 
workers and changes in media coverage. For example, it has been found that 
the increased recruitment of African American journalists did not lead to any 
remarkable changes in news reporting (Wilson 2000: 87). The same goes for 
studies on the increased numbers of female media workers (see Eide 1993, 
Zilliacus-Tikkanen 1997, van Zoonen 1994).

Since the kerner-Commission, little research has been done on immigrant 
journalists in mainstream media, but such research has increased in recent 
years in both countries. On the one hand, we now have statistical information 
on the representation of journalists with migrant backgrounds in the media 
– at least in Sweden (see Hultén & Graf in this volume). On the other hand, 
there were only several studies conducted on these issues. Djerf-Pierre & Levin 
(2005) have published a small study – on the basis of four interviews – on how 
journalists with foreign origins experience their careers and how their origins 
gain importance within the workplace. The authors reveal an ambivalence 
within Swedish media: On the one hand the media, especially the public serv-
ice media, want to recruit more immigrant journalists, but on the other hand 
economic constraints say stop. The ambivalence appears when media criticize 
discrimination in other fields of society yet discrimination within their own 
organization, that is, in newsrooms, is not on the agenda (Djerf-Pierre & Levin 
2005: 218). Camauër (2006) takes as her starting point within the discrimination 
discourse an exploration of structural discrimination within Swedish newsrooms. 
Based on 10 interviews with journalists of foreign origins, the author locates 
the main fields of discrimination, which take place in connection with recruit-
ment, forms of employment contracts, and treatment by peers and superiors 
(Camauër 2006: 75). 

Whereas the discourse on migrant journalists’ representation in the media 
in recent years in Sweden is mainly focused on discrimination, the discourse 
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in Germany takes a broader approach of exploring integration within society. 
The first major studies on migrants in newsrooms were published in 2009 (see 
also Hultén & Graf in this volume). In connection with a research program 
on media integration of ethnic minorities, a representative quantitative and 
partly qualitative study on journalists with migrant backgrounds in German 
newspapers was released (Geissler & Pöttker 2009). The report delivers facts 
on representation of those journalists in newsrooms and also some brief 
examples of how they describe their work experiences. Fifty-five journalists 
filled in a questionnaire, describing their working conditions in different terms, 
varying between being an asset to their workplace to not being taken seriously 
(Geissler & Pöttker 2009: 111-112). Another study within the same research 
project is based on qualitative interviews with 13 journalists with migrant 
backgrounds and with 10 managers from different media organizations, in 
order to explore why those journalists are underrepresented in media (Oulios 
2009: 123). The author concludes that it is necessary to go beyond the myth 
of ‘it is only job skills that count’ to hire a migrant journalist – as articulated 
by the managers – because most of the interviewed journalists experience the 
opposite (Oulios 2009: 140). 

Applying Normative or Descriptive Approaches?
Research on these issues of coverage of minorities in the media and of migrant 
journalists’ representation in newsrooms mainly makes use of normative theo-
ries. It takes its starting point e.g. from postcolonial theories claiming that the 
domestic media discourse on minorities is grounded in constructing the ‘other’ 
in relation to a normative self that is ‘better’: the other is under-developed and 
under-civilized in relation to a developed and civilized self. Studies on media 
have shown, according to these theories, that media display a conscious sense 
of being above or better than ‘the other’ (e.g. Löwander 1997, Brune 2004, Hall 
1997, Ristilammi 2002). 

According to normative theories, media and journalistic practice are both 
researched from the ideal functions of the media, that is, what the media, and 
the newsrooms should do. Here, the starting points are political theories based 
on e.g. Charles Taylor (1999) and Jürgen Habermas (1999) stressing the politics 
of equal recognition of all people and their cultures as a basic human need in 
a multicultural society, in contrast to a forced assimilation and uprooting. As 
an example, society should integrate Muslim immigrants not by going against 
their religion, but by incorporating it into Western society (Habermas 2008). 
In line with these political theories, the media have been ascribed the function 
of integrating all members of society by a media coverage mirroring the ideal 
of multicultural societies, and by a staff representing different ethnic cultures 
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within newsrooms. The media are expected to “support the dominant values 
and moral standards of their own society” (McQuail 2000: 146), that is, the 
norms of a multicultural society. 

Media research is, within this approach, about exploring media’s fulfillment 
of this role or not, and if not, why. In this respect, Anglo-American research 
pays attention to questions of ‘race’ by revealing media’s participation in ra-
cialization, that is, the reproduction of race thinking through media content 
and within media institutions (e.g. Downing & Husband 2005). In Sweden, the 
scholarly discourse is very much determined by media’s failure to adequately 
address integration issues. Regarding the representation of media workers with 
migrant backgrounds in the media, the discourse is focused on discrimination, 
and partially on structural discrimination (see Nohrstedt & Camauër 2006) in 
order to find explanations and ways of changing practice. Also in Germany, 
the academic media and migration discourse is dominated by the normative 
ideal of integration. As an example, the major research project on media and 
migration at the University of Siegen explores media’s and especially the 
media worker’s role in socially integrating people with migrant backgrounds 
into society (Geissler & Pöttker 2006: 7). In line with Habermas, the key term 
of “intercultural integration” is based on the ideal principle of ‘unity within 
diversity’ and does not mean assimilation or segregation. In other words, “the 
right of minorities to be different, limited by the right of the majority to get 
respect for its laws and core values” (Geissler & Pöttker 2006: 15). According 
to that approach, an intercultural integration through media means, on the 
production level, the participation of immigrants in media production, and on 
the content level, implies a media coverage that supports intercultural integra-
tion (Geissler & Pöttker 2006: 23-24). 

When researching the relationship between media and (multicultural) society 
it seems to be difficult to isolate normative or even ideological considerations. 
However, this normative approach can create problems if we see our study 
object only through a haze of normative distinctions, that is, good and bad, 
determining, if the newsroom is acting badly or not according to the norms 
of a multicultural society. A strictly normative perspective implies looking at 
phenomena where the media fulfil or do not fulfil the expected role. But if 
we want to take to account the different realities of a complex world, e.g. of 
the newsroom’s own mode of operation, we observe that these realities are 
not always in accord with normative theories. Here, instead of looking at how 
the media ‘ought’ to behave, an alternative way of researching this issue could 
involve omitting the modal verbs ‘ought’ or ‘should’, to allow for an unpreju-
diced perspective. This perspective only focuses on the question of how the 
media behave. 

The above is not only an analytical strategy but is also grounded in theo-
ries which are called ‘descriptive’. These theories want to explain processes 
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without (only) asking whether they are good or bad, or if they will turn out 
predictably. They take into consideration a differentiated and complex world 
that can be explained by a wide range of categories (not only normative 
categories). If we want to broaden the perspective and want to go beyond 
normative statements, we can generally make use of observation theories (e.g. 
Spencer-Brown 1969, von Foerster 1984, Luhmann 1997). Epistemologically, 
the starting point is basically ‘empirical’, by noticing the constructive character 
of our research. 

In line with this approach, the interview answers of our informants are 
understood as constructions or descriptions of an experienced newsroom real-
ity, and not as a blueprint of this reality. These descriptions are the results of 
observation, and are guided by distinctions that are drawn when describing a 
newsroom situation. According to observation theories, observing means gen-
erally drawing distinctions. It is by noting a difference that we become aware 
of things (first order observation). In other words: Differences are of relational 
quality: a thing is different only in relation to some other thing. As applied to 
our research question: If we want to say something about diversity in news-
rooms, we can only say something about the relationship of the observer, the 
interviewee, to the observed, that is, the relationship of the interviewee to an 
addressed topic. More precisely, a distinction is not drawn by the world of 
the newsroom itself and does not describe a phenomenon. It is drawn by the 
interviewee in an interview situation, and describes a form of the phenomenon 
from the perspective of the observer, that is, the interviewee (Graf 2010). 

This observation-related approach does not mean that we have to refuse 
normative considerations. Luhmann makes a distinction in the theory of observa-
tion between the first and second order observation, or in other words between 
the ‘what’ and ‘how’ level of observation (Luhmann 1997). On the first level, 
we speak here primarily about cognitive or descriptive differences of what is 
observed. These distinctions can become normative ones if we relate them to 
normative interpretation premises, that is, the observation of observation as a 
second order observation, where the how of the first observation level becomes 
visible. During the process of interpreting as an observation of second order, 
distinctions are coupled to other distinctions, and social structures begin to 
emerge. Then we can interpret these structures as mechanisms of discrimination 
in relation to something, but it can also be interpreted in another way. With 
this approach, we create an opening for other interpretations, but they are not 
arbitrary since they are related to the empirical outcome and accomplishment 
of interpreting according to the scientific system’s own ‘hows’. 

We also apply ‘scholarly diversity’ in this volume, by using both approaches 
when doing our research. However, each author has to decide which approach 
s/he wants to use, because they cannot be combined.
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Concepts of Ethnic or National Background  
and Social Identity

To do research on the subject of journalist production and ethnic diversity also 
raises the demand of discussing what is meant by ‘ethnic’ and ‘ethnic diversity’. 
In its most general sense, ethnicity is an ascribed part of social relations between 
persons, who perceive and experience themselves as distinct from members 
of other groups, and where shared language and cultural traditions are the 
prominent features. According to a rather common definition, it includes only 
those with different backgrounds, heredity, or provenance than one’s ‘own’ 
group. It is in this precise sense of a ‘we’ that the majority of a population in 
a given area can perceive, observe, and speak about a minority of others. As 
Peterson & Ålund argue, the concept of ethnicity has retained this connotation 
as a term for ‘outsider’ persons, “culturally alien, groups with minority status, of 
lower class or just migrants” (Peterson & Ålund 2007: 15). As such a concept, 
they argue, it is a political concept, a distinction marking political interests of 
power. We could add that ethnicity in this meaning is also a normative concept 
in which particular moral values of whatever kind define the ‘good or bad’ 
aspects of a certain ethnicity. 

From the theory of knowledge we must assume that what we call reality is 
primarily a social and cognitive construction that is built on pragmatic grounds, 
i.e. it aims at understanding the world. Our way of constructing the world 
may but must not at all be normative, e.g. related to issues of political power. 
Comparative cultural studies, among others in cultural anthropology, suggest 
that we always tend towards a differentiation of ‘we’ and ‘them’, to designate 
members of other groups of people or other ethnic groups. From the so-called 
primitive societies some thousands of years ago until today, this has enabled an 
understanding of persons and groups in our environment, as among others the 
famous anthropologist Levi-Strauss has shown (Carlbom 2003). But the manner 
of designating the other or other persons or members of neighbour groups has 
varied. People around us are never just others and only in some contexts are 
designated according to what we may term ethnicity. In Eriksen’s words: 

Individuals have many statuses and many possible identities, and it is an 

empirical question when and how ethnic identities become the most relevant 

ones. (Eriksen 2002: 31)

There are situations where ethnicity is relatively unimportant and there are 

other situations where it provides a decisive mechanism for exclusion and 

inclusion as well as clear guidelines for behaviour. However, there are also 

contexts where it may be difficult to ascribe a definite ethnic identity to an 

individual. (Eriksen 2002: 62)
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Ethnicity is, in other words, only one marker of the cultural identity of per-
sons, and sometimes also of groups. Other markers of identity relate to our 
occupation or profession and/or to our role in a family. To conclude thus far, 
‘ethnic’ connotes ‘people’, but is used as a word to distinguish some people 
from other people. Ethnicity is at the same time used as a distinguishing char-
acteristic as related to national background.

As Eriksen stresses, it is very essential to distinguish nations from ethnic 
categories (Eriksen 2002). The nation-state is an invention of modern society. 
In the social sciences, modern society means the form of society that has been 
the dominating structure in Europe during a period of at least 150 years, and 
more or less all over the world since the last century. The emergence of the 
nation-state, as a typical characteristics of modern society, has had as one ef-
fect that it is no any longer ‘ethnic’ but national, characteristics connected to 
the nation-state that to a certain extent have shaped its culture. Ethnic back-
ground includes first and foremost a mother language, but also includes one’s 
affinity as to religion and/or certain cultural practices, expectations and certain 
emotions which bind people. According to the definition in the political sci-
ences from ‘the classic’ karl Deutsch, a nation has emerged when a group of 
people come to formulate political and territorial goals (Johansson 1993). In 
this way, ethnicity connotes nationality, but in the modern history of nation 
building it is at the same time obvious that nations and ethnic categories must 
be distinguished.

One main feature of an ethnic group is thus that it encompasses people 
in a geographic area, which presupposes continuous cultural exchanges or 
communications among present persons. Another main feature is that ethnic 
background is inherited, and that persons cannot change their background. 
National belonging is, however, changeable. 

A good reason to use the term ethnicity is that it marks definite differences 
in some distinct social and cultural contexts in society, and thus it marks the 
very fact that society is characterized by heterogeneity. During a long period 
of the 20th century society, at least from a Swedish perspective, society was 
officially said to be homogenous. During the last decades, the increases in 
global communication in many respects as well as increased immigration have 
resulted in a corresponding increase of heterogeneity in society.1

In many respects we do not have only a simple differentiation into minorities 
and an alleged majority. The migrant population itself becomes in the course 
of a generation differentiated. Some migrants find e.g. spouses within other 
ethnic or national groups, and then second-generation migrants have blended 
identities in this sense, as Daun notices (Daun 2001). In the global society of 
today, many persons and groups are in the situation of having several different 
ethnic relations. Some persons and groups also discover that they are minorities 
within minorities (Eisenberg & Spinner-Halev 2004).
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In the following chapters in this volume, the authors have taken into ac-
count that the concept of ethnic may be problematic. In any case, the word 
ethnic will be used a bit differently, similar to the concept of culture, which 
is almost unavoidably defined differently by many authors and as related to 
different contexts. 

The Structure of this Volume
This book is the result of an multidisciplinary project that brings together work 
in sociology, journalism and media studies drawing on both normative and 
empirical theories in order to analyze diversity in society and media organiza-
tions. 

Chapter one by Gunilla Hultén and Heike Graf is a presentation of current 
contextual societal conditions in both countries, and briefly presents facts on 
migration, and Swedish and German media organizations within the framework 
of diversity measures. It begins with a brief description of the respective me-
dia landscapes and the composition of the migrant populations in Stockholm 
and Berlin, and provides examples of initiatives aiming at promoting cultural 
diversity within journalism. The authors argue that media organizations in both 
countries are facing similar problems in terms of diversity measures, but are 
seeking different solutions. Compared to Germany, Sweden seems to be the 
forerunner, with years of experience regarding media diversity efforts, while 
Germany has only recently given attention to these questions. 

The second chapter by Jan Inge Jönhill takes its starting point from ob-
servation theory and systems theory, and provides a theoretical approach to 
questions of cultural diversity in organizations. By exploring the possibilities 
and limitations of mass media organizations regarding diversity issues, Jönhill 
stresses that organizations are highly complex systems that generally, according 
to Luhmann, treat “’all the same and everyone differently’” (Luhmann cit. on p. 
66). In his chapter, he considers how ‘locked’ the strategic and organizational 
frames of the mass media organizations are in dealing with these issues. He also 
examines the organizational conditions for managing diversity issues, as impli-
cated in accordance with common ideas of human rights, equal opportunity, 
and discrimination laws. He concludes by introducing the concept of diversity 
management as a new strategy to manage issues of cultural diversity in relation 
to journalist production and competence in media organizations. This concept 
implicates that ethnic or national backgrounds are weighed as qualifications.

Chapter three by Gunilla Hultén explores diversity in Swedish newsrooms 
by interviewing 14 journalists with foreign backgrounds. Starting from the 
fact that Swedish media organizations have launched a variety of diversity 
measures to improve diversity over the course of a decade, the author studies 
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the outcome from the viewpoint of the journalists with migrant backgrounds. 
Hultén examines the “tension between the officially expressed attitudes and the 
diversity goals of Swedish newsrooms and how journalists who have foreign 
backgrounds perceive these” (p. 96). According to interviewees’ experiences 
of hiring, advancement, language matters, and leadership issues, the author 
concludes that the outcome of diversity measures is discouraging, and much 
work on creating diverse newsrooms remains, e.g. especially within editorial 
organizations and newsroom cultures. 

Chapter four by Heike Graf investigates how journalists with migrant back-
grounds observe ethnicity in German newsrooms from a difference-theoretical 
approach. The study is based on interviews with 21 media workers with 
migrant backgrounds in German newsrooms of the mainstream media. The 
author analyzes interviewees’ experiences of recruitment, working conditions, 
and career possibilities by exploring the distinctions the interviewees made in 
their answers. To interpret the responses, Graf uses the guiding distinction of 
inclusion/exclusion in order to examine the interdependencies of mechanisms 
of inclusion and exclusion in newsrooms as related to ethnic background. 
Graf concludes that a migrant background is seen as both an advantage and a 
disadvantage, and as part of one’s competence as well as indicating a lack of 
competence. Lasting exclusion mechanisms in newsrooms occur e.g. “when 
an ethnic background is simply read as being less competent, and this leads 
to fewer or no job opportunities” (p. 146).

Chapter 5 by Leonor Camauër sheds light on the impact of the presence 
of ethnic minority media workers in Swedish newsrooms. Camauër presents 
findings from an interview study with 12 media workers of non-migrant back-
grounds. The account of these results include the views of Swedish journalists 
as to the specificity and novelty of the contributions of their minority colleagues, 
the Swedish journalists’ arguments for increased diversity in the newsrooms, 
and their sense of how professional routines and overarching institutional 
conditions often hinder the employment of minority media workers as well 
as their ability to contribute to a more diverse journalistic output. Using the 
theoretical framework of actual and imagined communities of practice, the 
study also assesses how Swedish media workers solve tensions between the 
core values of the latter and the institutional constraints of the former. The 
main contributions of the minority media workers, as experienced by their 
Swedish colleagues, were the different range of networks, perspectives, and 
experiences of the former, as well as the positive impact of their participation 
in newsroom discussions. Swedish media workers were typically constructed 
as lacking insight and networks when it came to their experiences and inter-
actions with minority groups. Both are necessary in order to achieve a more 
diverse output.
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Note
 1. In a book with the witty title Is it possible to be both black and Swedish? Texts on racism, 

anti-Semitism and Nazism (Jacobsson, I. & Bruchfeld, S. 1999) the authors, among others, 
present interviews with young immigrants showing how they in their daily life manage the 
fact of being both ‘Swedish’ and e.g. black. Being ‘Swedish’ obviously does not mean ethnic 
to the interviewed persons.
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